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ABSTRACT 
Let M = {AJ be a set of linear operators on Iw”. The discrete linear inclusion 
DLI(M) is the set ofpossible trajectories (xi : i 2 0) such that x, = Ai,,Ain_, a*. Ai,xo 
where x0 E Iw” and Ai1 E M. We study several notions of stability for DLI(M), 
including absolute asymptotic stability (AAS), which is that all products Ai,, ..* Ai, + 0 
as n + ~0. We mainly study the case that M is a finite set. We give criteria for the 
various forms of stability. Two new approaches are taken: one relates the question of 
AAS of DLI(M) to formal language theory and finite automata, while the second 
connects the AAS property to the structure of a Lie algebra associated to the elements 
of M. More generally, the discrete linear inclusion DLI(M) makes sense for M 
contained in a Banach algebra 9. We prove some results for AAS in this case, and 
give counterexamples showing that some results valid for finite sets of operators on Iw” 
are not true for finite sets M in a general Banach algebras 3’. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a finite set of matrices M = { Ai : 1 < i Q m} with each Ai : R” 
+ R”. The discrete linear inclusion DLI( M) is the set of all sequences 
((xj) :j 2 0) of vectors in Iw” such that xj = Aj,xj:l for some Ai E M, i.e. f 
xj = A,A, I 'j- 1 .a. Ai,+ 
all AikeM. (0.1) 
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We may think of this as a discrete control problem, where at each time j we 
may apply a control from the set M, and DLI( M) is the set of possible 
trajectories of the system. 
A basic issue for any control system concerns its stability. There are 
several different kinds of stability that may be considered for the discrete 
linear inclusion. 
(1) Absolute asymptotic stability (AAS). For any trajectory (xj> of 
DLNM), 
lim xj = 0. 
j + m 
Equivalently, all matrix products 
lim A. A, _I **. Aj, = 0, 
j * m 11 I 
all A,,EM. 
(2) Periodic asymptotic stability (PAS). 
0) is one such that the matrices 
A periodic trajectory (xj : j > 
Ai, form a periodic sequence. For any 
periodic trajectory ( xj) of DLI( M), 
lim xj = 0. 
j + cc 
(3) Markov asymptotic stability (MAS). Take any Markov chain on the 
finite state space {1,2, . . . , N} such that all transition probabilities are posi- 
tive, and let {t(j) : j > 0) denote a sequence of successive states of this 
chain. Then for all x E R”, 
1imA .A ._ 
j + m c(J) t(J 1) 
0-e A5(,+ = 0 
holds with probability one. 
(4) ShuJffle asymptotic stability (SAS). Call a sequence of matrices 
{ Ai, : j > 0) generic if each member Ai of M occurs infinitely many times in 
the sequence. Call a trajectory ( xj : j > 0) of DLI( M) generic if the multiply- 
ing sequence { Ai, : j > 0) is generic. Then for all generic trajectories (xj : j 
> O), starting from any x0 E R”, 
li m xj = 0. 
j + m 
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This paper derives criteria for these various forms of stability and studies 
interrelations among them. The most fundamental concept is AAS, and it is 
immediate from the definitions that AAS implies PAS, MAS, and SAS. E. S. 
Pyatnicki raised the question of whether PAS implies AAS. In Section 3 we 
present a finite automaton method that proves that PAS implies AAS for a 
large class of M. We also give evidence showing that this question is a very 
subtle one in general. 
A related issue concerns the observability of a discrete control system 
from linear data about it. Let H : R” + Rk be given a linear map. For each 
z E R” the H-trajectory set of DLI( M) at z is 
Oz := {(Hz&j 3 0, (xj) E DLI(M), x,, =z}. 
We say that DLI( M) is H observable if 
In Section 4 we show that for some M the H-observability of DLI( M) is 
related to the MAS property. 
The problems of stability and observability for the discrete linear inclusion 
DLI( M > arise in a number of different areas of mathematics. We mention 
three of them. 
1. Control Theory. Consider the discrete linear control system 
x(n + 1) = Ax(n) + h(n), 
z(n) = Hx(n), 
and suppose that the control u(n) is of the form 
where CY, : R + [w is a gain function. Suppose that the gain functions are 
uniformly bounded, i.e., 
14 z)I < k, all Z E R, all n > 1. 
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Such a control system is (classically) called absolutely stable if one has for any 
x(0) E R” that 
lim r(n) = 0. 
n+m 
Under the uniform boundedness assumption (0.1) can be rewritten 
x(n + 1) = (p(x(n))( A + kBH) + [l - p(x(n))]( A - kBH)}x(n), 
(0.3) 
where 0 < p(x(n>) < 1. Molchanov [12] showed that a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for absolute stability of the system (0.3) is AAS for DLI({ A + 
kBH, A - kBH)). 
Il. Wavelets. The convergence of iterative schemes to construct scal- 
ing functions for orthonormal wavelets depends on convergence properties of 
infinite products of matrices from finite sets M; see [3, 41 for an excellent 
exposition. 
ZZZ. Markov Chains. Consider a homogeneous finite Markov chain 
with N states and transition matrix P, which is nonnegative and column-sto- 
chastic. Let (c(i), t(l), t(2), . . . > denote a realization of the Markov chain, so 
each t(i) E [l, n]. Suppose r$: [l, n] + [l, m] is a surjective map, i.e. it 
amalgamates some states. We say that a trajectory 5 is +-trajectory observ- 
able if the probability distribution of t(O) 1s uniquely determined by the joint 
probability distribution of 
Now define a linear map H+ : [w N + [w” by 
H& 1,“” xn>j = c xk> 1 <j <rn. 
4(k)=./ 
and define the M X M (orthogonal projection) matrices {PC”) : 1 < i G M) 
bY 
f$’ = I if j =kand 4(j) =i, 
0 otherwise. 
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In Gurvits [5, 61 it was shown that: 
THEOREM 0.1. For the finite Markov chain P, Qtrajecto y observability 
is equivalent to Hm-observability of the DLI {P, PC{) : 1 Q i c MI. 
We now briefly indicate the contents of this paper. In Section 1 we 
observe that the concept DLI(X) makes sense more generally for elements 
of a Banach algebra, and for subsets X of any cardinality. We prove there 
that if X is compact, then DLI(X) is AAS if and only if there exists a norm 
II * II* * on B such that 
llxll ** GY<l for all x E x. 
The remainder of the paper considers the case of a finite set M of n X n 
real matrices. In Section 2 we relate the stability properties AAS and SAS to 
various notions of spectral radius of products of elements M. We use the 
notions of generalized spectral radius and joint spectral radius which appear 
in [3, 4, 161. In connection with MAS, in Section 4 we also introduce related 
notions of generalized spectral subradius and joint spectral subradius; see 
Appendix B. In Appendix A we give a counterexample (Theorem A.11 which 
shows that equalities between joint spectral radius and generalized spectral 
radius of n x n matrices do not generalize to finite sets of operators on a 
Hilbert space. 
In Section 3 we give results on Pyatnicki’s question whether PAS implies 
AAS. We prove that PAS implies AAS when we have the extra information 
that all 11 Aill < 1 for an operator norm coming from a norm 11. I( on aB” of a 
special type, e.g. when the unit ball of I/ * II is a polytope. The proofs relate the 
problem to formal languages generated by finite automata. 
In Section 4 we relate the MAS property to H-observability, and to 
generalized notion of critical exponent. We assume that M = {Ai : 1 < i < k} 
is such that all 11 Ai 11 < 1 with respect to an operator norm coming from a 
norm (1. II on R” that has a unit ball given by the real zero set of a 
multivariate polynomial. We prove that such norms have a finite generalized 
critical exponent. 
In Section 5 we develop a Lie algorithm approach to study the AAS 
property. It only applies when there exists a factorization of the semigroup 
S( M > generated by M = (A,, . . . , Ak} as a finite product of semigroups 
S(M) = S(M,)* .a. * S( Mk), where each of the Mi are also finite sets of 
matrices. If Aj = exp(L,), then the Lie algebra generated by the Li plays a 
role in finding such factorizations. We conjecture that if this Lie algebra is 
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nilpotent, such a factorization exists with the property that every Mi = {Bi) 
consists of one element. 
Appendix A studies DLI( M) w h ere M are operators on the Hilbert space 
2,. It constructs examples showing that various results valid for DLI( M > on 
Iw” fail in this generality. Finally, Appendix B gives relations between two 
concepts of “spectral subradius,” which come up in studying the MAS 
property. 
This paper shows how seemingly simple linear problems connect many 
different areas such as linear control, linear algebra, the theory of formal 
languages, symbolic dynamics, and the theory of Lie algebras. Let us make 
one, perhaps fuzzy, statement: “it is not the difference between linear and 
nonlinear, but between commutative and noncommutative.” 
1. DLI PROBLEM ON BANACH ALGEBRAS 
One can introduce analogous notions of “stability” for an arbitrary Banach 
algebra a’, such as the Banach algebra of bounded operators in a Banach 
space. In this infinite-dimensional case we will consider uniform convergence 
to 0, which is the AAS property. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a subset of a Banach algebra ~8, and let _? be its 
closure. Suppose that DLI( X) is AAS and that the_minimul semigroup S( X ) 
generated by X is a bounded set in 9. Then DLI(X) is also AAS. 
Proof. Consider some sequence of elements from X : ( yi, yi, . . . yi, . . . ). 
Then for any sequence of real positive numbers (E,,, ??i, . . . E,, . . . ) there 
exists (x,, xi,. . . , x,, . . . 1 C X such that 11x, - yll < E,. Define 
A,,:=&,-IIN. 
Then 
Aii+dX?d+1 >(R + 4%) - h+1 + (Ylv+l -%+1)1&v 
= *r++ 14, + ( YN+~ - ++dK- 
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Solving this difference equation, one gets 
A N+l = B N+l + G+,, 
where 
and 
C N+l := (YN+l - xN+l)nN + xN+l(YN - XN)flN-1 + **- 
+ 'N ‘XN_l -** XN-K( !/N-K-l - ‘N-K-1 )rIN_K + a**. 
I_et us choose a sequence (xi) E X such that &II y, - x,II 11~1,-,11 < 00, 
for instance II yn - x,lI < (1/2”>ll~,_~ll. s ince X satisfies AAS, we have 
B, -+ 0. 
Now prove that C, -P 0. Now 
where 
From the hypotheses of the theorem we have 
sup1 &,kl < we 
N, k 
We choose (x,) such that EYE l~k < 00. So D, -+ 0 and correspondingly 
IlC,ll + 0. ??
LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a compact subset of a Banach algebra 9’. If 
DLI(X) is AAS, then there exists a norm II * II* on 9 such that all the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) Ilxyll, Q Ilxll*Ilyll* for any x, y ES. 
(b) 11111~ = 1. 
Cc> llxll * < 1 for any x E X. 
(d) II * II * is equivalent to the original norm II * II ofthe Banach algebra ~8’. 
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REMARK. We call a norm with properties (a)-(d) on 9 an admissible 
norm for X. 
Proof. Let us define the family of subsets of 9: 
2, = {I}, Zn+i = 2, *X, 
whereX.Y={z:z=ry,xEX,yEY}.ItisclearthatZ,isacompactset 
for any n > 0. 
We prove that the sequence & = max x E .Jl r ll is bounded. Suppose it is 
not; then one can choose a subsequence P,, + ~0, such that &, > Pi for all 
i < nk. If /SC,,,) = IIx$“t) *** x$)11, then 
IIX(lnk) . . . qb)ll 2 1 
Now we consider the “table”: 
$1) . . . 
$4 . . . 
(nt) 
Xl 
. . . 
forall 1 <j < nk, x$%k, 
x(nk) 0 0 0 . . . 
"k 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Using compactness and the classical “diagonal’ method, 
subsequence (nk,) such that x,F”i + zi E X for any i 2 1. 
From (1.1) we obtain 
$) E x. (1.1) 
one can pick a 
II 21 *** Zjll > 1, forall j > 1. 
The last contradicts the AAS property of X. So we have proved that 
sup llxll Q 03. 
XCU “>I+!” 
Now we define the norm II - 111 on 9 by setting 
IlXlll = sup 11~11. 
rcdU “>OZ”) 
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An application of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem gives 
llxll G IlXlll Q cullxll 
for some finite (Y. To define a multiplicative norm satisfying properties 
(a)-(d), one sets Ilxll* = supllyll_lllyxII. ??
The following result establishes for all Banach spaces 9 a similar result 
valid for 9 = [w”, which was previously obtained [4, Theorem 4.11 combined 
with [2, Lemma 23. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a compact subset of a Banach algebra 9. Then 
DLI(X) is AAS if and only if there exists an admissible norm II * IIs * on 9’ 
satisfying such that 
lIdI* * <y<l forall rEX. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 1.1 one can consider the norm II * II* satisfy- 
ing (a)-(d) such that 
llxll *<1 for all x E x. 
Repeating the same “diagonal” trick as in Lemma 1.1, it is easy to show that 
for some n > 0, 
zly”ll* = P < 1. 
” 
Therefore, the compact set X. l/ yx satisfies AAS for any E 2 0. From 
Lemma 1.1 we get the norm 11. II* * 
Q yjz& > 0). 
satisfying (a)-(d) such that 11 xl1 * * 
??
2. DLI PROBLEM ON [w”: SPECTRAL RADIUS AND NORMS 
We now suppose that X = ( Ai : i E Z} is a (possibly infinite) set of n X n 
real matrices. Let 11. )I be any matrix norm on aB” that is submultiplicative, 
i.e., 
llAlA,II G IlAlIl II 411. 
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It is well known that any such norm, 
p(A) < IIAlt, (2.1) 
where p(A) is the spectral radius of A. Note that any matrix norm ]I * II that is 
the induced operator norm from a norm ]I - II on R” is submultiplicative. We 
first give a necessary condition for AAS, similar to one derived in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider an arbitrary, possibly infinite set X of linear 
operators on R”. Zf DLI(X) is AAS, then 
sups &cu<l. 
AGX 
Proof. We use induction on n. If n = 1, the theorem is obviously 
correct. Suppose that the theorem is correct for all m < n. Let us consider 
the following subset of R”: 
sup 
A= U .Z, 
IIMI -c ->, 
where 2, is the same as in Lemma 1.1. Obviously, V is a linear subspace of 
R”, and A(V) c V for all A E X. A simple observation [2, 41 shows that 
AAS implies that dim V > 1. Consider the two cases: 
Case 1. V = IR”. Then from Theorem 1.1 we obtain that the closure v 
satisfies AAS. Because in this case v is bounded, we finish the proof by 
referring to Theorem 1.2. 
CaseZZ. lddimV<n. In this case any A E X can be decomposed 
as 
A= 
p(A) = nw( P( AI), P( x2)). 
But supAE x p( Ai) := p < 1. Applying case I, supAs r p( A,) := y < 1 by 
induction. R 
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Next we introduce several concepts of spectral radius for a set of matrices. 
Introduce 
It is clear that &,+, Q &, + /3,; hence lim, -tm /3,“” exists. Following [4, 
161, we call 
#q X) = lil&P,l’” (2.2) 
the joint spectral radius of the set X. It is easy to show that it does not 
depend on the choice of norm 1) * II on R”. Following 141, we call 
p(X) = lim sup#n 
n-+m 
(2.3) 
the generalized spectral radius of the set X. Note that (2.1) implies that 
P(X) G x0 
Berger and Wang [2] proved: 
THEOREM 2.2. For any finite set X of n X n real matrices, 
P(X) =6(X>. ??
Now we give a criterion for AAS that involves only the generalized 
spectral radius. 
THEOREM 2.3. SupposeM={Ai:l<i<m}isafinitesetofnXn 
real matrices such that (here if w = w,w2 *a- wk, q E {l;*-, m) then 
Ao == AWk --a Ao, Ao,, IwI := k) for any finite nonempty word w, 
p(A,)<a<l. 
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Then DLI({ Ai)) is AAS. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2.2, jX{AJ) = PC{ Ai)) < 1 and there 
exists a common block upper triangular structure for all Ai, 
{ A$“sb’, 1 Q a, b < k) 
such that suplo, <* [IA; (a a) 11 < CO for 1 < a < k. 
Suppose DLI({ A(“, “I}) is not AAS, for some a with 1 < a Q k. Then 
there exists an infinite sequence (a,, u2,. . . ) C [l, ml such that 11 A,” *** AJ 
+ 0. Using compactness, we can pick a subsequence such that 
Ck := Aank -.- A,, + A # 0 
k-ra 
Now define B, := AOnk+, -.* A, 
“k+I so Ck + 1 = BkCk and, using boundedness, 
we can pick a subsequence 
Then A = BA, A # 0, and p(B) < a < 1. But 
B(Im A) = Im:A, 
so B II,,, A is the identity. Thus p(B) >, 1, so we obtain a contradiction. 
Therefore max 1< a< k fi((A(“z”)I) = fi({AiI) < 1. ??
We obtain a similar spectral radius criterion for shuffle asymptotic stabil- 
ity of DLI( M ). 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that M = { Ai : 1 < i < m} is a set of n X n real 
matrices, and that there exists a matrix norm 1) * II * with 
IIAiII * G 1, l<i<m. 
Then DLI( M) is SAS if and only if there is a constant (Y such that 
for all nonempty words 6.1 containing every digit i for 1 < i < m. 
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Proof. This is proved using the same idea as Theorem 2.3. The “if’ part 
is proved by applying Theorem 2.1, and the “only if’ part is proved by using 
the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. W 
3. FINITE AUTOMATON APPROACH 
In this section we assume that M = ( Ai : 1 Q i < n} are real N X N 
matrices and that there exists a norm (]*/I in [w N such that for the induced 
operator norm one has 
IIAiII G 1, l<i<n. 
Then the norm ]I * II on [w” acts as a Lyapunov function for DLI( M 1 in the 
sense that all sequences { xj} are nonincreasing in the norm: 
If w = (a,, . . . uk) is a finite word in the alphabet (1, . . . n} of length 
Iw] = k, then we define A, = Ask *a* A, . 
Given any E with 0 < E < 1, we define the language L?(M) II All, E) = 
to : 11 A,11 2 d 
We recall the notion of a finite automaton and, correspondingly, of a 
regular language. A deterministic finite automaton is a finite set X and a 
finite family of maps Fi : X -+ X, i E [l, n], n < 00. For a nondeterministic 
finite automaton, one consider instead a finite family of “point to set” maps 
Gi : X -+ 2’. 
If w = (a,, . . . uk> is a word in the alphabet {l, . . . n}, then by definition 
F, = Fa, ... F,,. 
The set of words _?Z is a regular language if there exists some finite 
automaton (either deterministic or nondeterministic) and two subsets R,, R, 
such that 
_Y= (co: F,(R,) CR,}. 
We recall the following well-known result (see [9, p. 561). 
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PUMPING LEMMA. Suppose that the language _Y is regular. Let w ~9 
with 1 WI > card(X). Then there is a factorization o = q Q+ wg with I w2 I 2 1 
such that there exists x E X with 
if 9 is recognized by a deterministic automaton, and 
3xG&) = x 
if 9 is recognized by a nondeterministic automaton. This, of course, implies 
that 
wp;w3 EL? for all i > 1. 
The pumping lemma immediately gives: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. lf the regular language 2 is infinite, then there exists 
a word w E 2 with w = w1 o2 wg, where 1 wg I > 1, such that 
The following generalization of the “pumping lemma situation” is adopted 
to study the conjecture that PAS * AAS. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A family F of languages with a fixed finite alphabet is 
pumping if for any infinite language 9 in F there exists a nonempty word w 
such that for some words o,(n) and w,(n) every word w,(n)o”w,(n> ~2, 
for all n 2 1. 
REMARK. The family of context-free languages is pumping [Q]. The 
conjecture that PAS =z. AAS is equivalent to the assertion that the family of 
languages (9( M, II * 11, l)} is pumpink 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose that II * 1) is some norm in [w” and that A is a 
real n X n matrix. Let us denote 
K(A) := {x : llxll = 1 and I)~xll = 1). 
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LEMMA 3.1. Consider a polytope norm II*II on R”. It is representable as 
llxll := max 1(X, yi)l, 
lCi<k<rn 
where each yi E R”, Span({ yr, . . . yk)) = R” and ( *, * ) is the usual inner 
product. Let S,,.,, = {x : llxll = 1) be th e unit sphere of II * )I. Then the set 
K ,,.,/ := (Z : Z c S ,,.,, : 3A : 11 AlI Q 1, Z = K( A)} 
is finite. 
Proof. The boundary of S,,.,, is the union U FE r(Gk U (-G,)), where 
G, is an n - 1 dimensional polytope. 
Let IIAll = 1. Then 
{x E S,,.,,:IIAxII = 1) = 6 ; [Gkfl A-‘(Gi)]. 
k=l j=l 
Let w;, .. . Uk Lk be the vertices of G,. We claim that 
Gk n A-' = CO(V; : A(Vi) c G,), 
where CO(*) is the convex hull of (*). 
Let y E G, t-j A-‘(Gj) and y P CH(wL : A(vi) c Gj>. Then G. lies on 
hyperplane ( r, gj > = Zj and correspondingly S, = fJ ,( x : ( X, gj ) < ij}. Then 
y= gL,u;, Lk where c & = 1, & 2 0, 
i=l i=l 
and for some i, we have pi, y 0, (Aup, qj> < 1. (because II All Q 1). Of’ 
course, for any i we have ( A(u;), qj) < Zj. Hence 
contradiction. We conclude that for any A 
(A(y), qj) < lj. We get a 
such that II All = 1, we have 
{X E S ,,_,, : II Axll = 11 = U f= 1 U J% ,CO(u:, i E A c (1,. . . LJ). This proves 
that K,,.,, is a finite set. ??
THEOREM 3.1. For any polytope norm II * 11, the language 2’(M, II * 11, 1) 
is regular. 
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Proof. We will define a deterministic automaton for the language 
L(M, ll*ll, 1): Its state space is X U 0, where 
K ,,./, c X = (2 c K ,,.,, : 3~: Z = K( AU)}, 
F@) = 0, F,(Y) = Ai’(Y >n S,,.,,, Y c X. It is clear from the definition 
that A;‘(Y>n s,,.ll = A,‘(K(Ati))n S,,.,, = K(A,A,); hence Fi : X U 0 -+ 
xu 0. 
If we define the final subset to be X and the initial subset to be S,,.,,, then 
the corresponding language is exactly 5% M, II . II, 1). ??
Theorem 3.1 immediately yields: 
COROLLARY 3.1. For any polytope norm II * 11, we have 
(1) IfM = {Ai: d i < m) has all II Aill < 1 and if DLI( M) has PAS, 
then DLI(M) has AAS. 
(2) DLI( M) is AAS - & < 1, where m = Card X. 
As can be seen, for the set X constructed in Theorem 3.1, Card X is 
potentially very large. It is possible to define nondeterministic automaton for 
9( M, II - II, 1) with a smaller number of states. Call a subset D of the set 
{vi,. . . vkk) of all vertices of G, critical if the following implication holds: 
x E CH( D) and x = 2 cqvi (Eli > 0, Corj = 1) 
j=l 
*ali= for all vi g D. 
It is easy to see from the proof of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 that 
instead of K,,.,, one can use the set of all critical subsets of vertices. 
Let us denote by C,(ll* 11) th e cardinality of the set of all critical subsets. 
Since 
llxll = ,~,f$(“3 yi>, ‘. 
we have 
Ck(ll-II) G @(n,k), 
where a(*> is some very rapidly growing explicitly computable function. 
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Below we will show that even for a polytope norm II-II the language 
P(M, II * )I, E) may not be context-free if E < 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M = {A,, A,} with 
4=[:, ,:J. 4=[,Pp ;I. 
where 0 < CY < 1 and 0 < p < 1. Then the language _Y(M, II * 111, E) is not 
context-free. (Here II * II 1 is the operator norm induced from the L, norm on 
lRn.> 
Proof. It is clear that IIA,I(r = IIArllr = 1, where II - 111 is the matrix 
norm induced by the I, norm. One can show that 
P(4J < 1 - w = W’lWN. 
Since 
A”A = P+(l-P)(l-(1-d) 1 0 0 1 (1-a)“(l-p) 0 1 ’ 
for any E with 0 < E < 1 and any positive integer m there exists (n,, . . . n,> 
such that 
II A,,11 := llA”,~A,Aiz *** AzmAr11 > E, where wr = O”‘1 *a* onml. (3.1) 
Now suppose that P(M, (1. II 1, 15 is context-free. We will use a stronger ) 
version of the pumping lemma for context-free languages, called Ogden’s 
lemma 19, p. 1291: there exists a constant N such that if z EL? and we mark 
any N or more positions of z “distinguished,” then we can write z = uvwry 
such that: 
(1) v and x together have at least one distinguished position, 
(2) vwx has at most n distinguished positions, 
(3) uv’wx”y EL? for all i > 0. 
Let us choose the word wr in (3.1) so that m > N, and mark all entries of 
1 as “distinguished’ positions. From Ogden’s lemma we obtain the decompo- 
sition wr = uvwxy such that either v or x contains ones and IIAuo~wxiyllr > E 
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for all i > 0. Suppose, for instance, z, contains ones. The p( A,) < 1, 
1/A,c111 + 0, and 
llAuti~mxlylh G IlA,ll~ * llA,41 * lIA,Ih . IlAx& * llA,h G llA,illl -+ 0. 
This is a contradiction. ??
Theorem 3.1 and its corollaries are still valid if the matrix unit ball 
Z?, = {A: 11 All < 1) 
is a polytope. Below we will prove that I?, is a polytope iff B, is a polytope. 
Also we will show that any norm II * II can be in some sense characterized 
by the AAS property. This answers a question that was asked by V. I. 
Opoitsev [13]. We need the following generalization of Corollary 3.2.5 and 
Lemma 3.2.2 in [l]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Consider two norms II * II1 and II * II2 on R”. Zffor any 
linear operator A : R” -+ R n one has 
IlAll~ < (1 + ??)lIAlle, 
then there exists a > 0 such that 
IlXlll 
a G llxllz 
- < (1 + ~)a forall x E R”. 
The proof of this proposition is rather clear and follows directly from 
results in [l]. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
tor norm II * &. 
Let II * II be a norm R” having the correyonding opera- 
Then the operator norm unit ball B, := {A : R" + 
R" : II Allop < 1) is a polytope if and only if the unit ball B, = {x E R” : ~/XII 
< 1) is a polytope. 
Proof. 
I. Suppose that B, is a polytope, so we can write llrll = 
m=,.,..l(x, yi)l. Let V,(B,) b e a finite set of all vertices of B,, 
VdB,) = {d,,...d,). 
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Then 11 AlI Q 1 if and only if II Adill < 1 (1 G i Q 11, which means that 
I(Adi, yj)I G 1 for all 1 Q i Q 1, 1 <j < N. 
Hence B’ is a polytope_ 
II. Suppose that B, is a polytope which has vertex set {A,, . . . A,,,}, with 
A, = 1. We define a new norm in [w” as follows: 
Ilrll* = l~i~m~~A& (3.2) . . 
where 11. lip is an arbitrary polytope norm on [w”. It is clear that II - II * is also 
a polytope norm. Let us consider an arbitrary operator A such that II AlI < 1. 
It is a convex combination of the Ai, i.e. A = Cr!roi Ai, oi > 0, Cai = 1. 
Then 
IIAxll* = ; aiAix II II m i=l * G C a,IIAixII* G i=l m,y ( mJyIIAIA,xIIp). 
Now II ~~ AJI i 1; hence Aj Ai = cr= 1 pk A,, where pk 2 0, cpk = 1. 
Therefore 
II~xll* < maxIIAixllp = Ilxll* 
i 
and IIAII, < 1. 
So if I( AlI Q 1 then II AlI* < 1. From this it is obvious that 11 AlI* < II All 
for all operators A. From Proposition 3.2 we the obtain that for some a > 0 
Ilxll* = allxll. (3.3) 
Since II * II * is a polytope norm by construction, Il*Il is also a polytope norm. 
w 
REMARK. This proof appears a bit surprising at first, because we start 
with an arbitrary polytope norm II . lip and we use it to construct a norm 
II * II* by (3.2). The fact is that II * II* will always be a scalar multiple of a 
single norm on [w”, independent of II * lip. This must be so according to (3.3) 
and the fact that an operator norm comes from a unique norm (up to scale). 
Actually this result can be formulated in an even more surprising form, as 
follows. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let II.111 and II - 112 be two norms on l%“. Deftne a norm 
II * 113 on R” by 
llxlh := m=(ll~llz : II AIll < I}, 
where II AIll denotes the operator norm induced from II * Ill. Then there is a 
constant (Y > 0 such that II * 113 = all * 111. 
Proof. If IIAll 1 < 1 then it is clear that for induced operator norm 
11 AlIs < 1 also. Now our result follows from the Cor. 3.2.5 in [l]. w 
The following result shows that any norm 11. II can be in some sense 
characterized by the set of matrices having the AAS property. This answers a 
question that was asked by V. I. Opoitsev [I3]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose II - II is an arbitrary norm on R”. Then for any 
E > 0 there exists an M = {A,, . . . A,,,,$ with M(E) < CO with DLI(M) 
being AAS such that: 
(1) All llAill < 1, for 1 Q i G M(E). 
(2) Iffir some norm II f II * 
Ibill, G 1 for 1 <i <M(E), 
then a < Ilxll/llxll * < (1 + E>afir some a > 0 and all x E R”.* 
_ Proof. Let us pick a “dense” finite set d = {A,, . . . A,,,,} such that 
(I Aill = 1 and the convex hull CO(G) I) B, = {A : ll All < -y}, with y = (1 + 
e/2)/(1 + E). The corresponding DLI( M > is AAS for 
M= forany ??i > 0. 
Suppose that 
1 /I II ----/ii 1+q * < 1. 
* We always can assume in this context that a = 1. 
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Put ??i = e/2; then for any operator A with IIAl( < 1, 
IlAll* < (1 + q) 
From Proposition 3.2 we then have 
llxll 
a d lIdI* 
- < a(1 + E) forsome a > 0. 
We call 11. Ilh a Hilbert norm if for some positive definition symmetric 
matrix P, 
II&I = (Px, x> l/2 , 
i.e., its unit ball is an ellipsoid centered at 0. 
COROLLARY 3.3. There exists a finite M such that DLI( M) is AAS, for 
which there is no Hilbert norm II* I(h such that II Allh < 1 for all A E M. 
Proof. If the norm 11 * 11 is not Hilbert in Theorem 3.3, then there exists 
6 > 0 such that max(P)/ min(P> > 1 + S for all P > 0, where min( P) and 
max( P) are the minimum and maximum values of Ilxll/( Px, x)“’ on the 
unit sphere {x : llxll = l}, respectively. Now pick E < 6 in Theorem 3.3. ??
The following result is a “norm-free” analog of Theorem 3.1. To state it 
we first note that if DLI( M) is AAS then DLI( M U (-M)) is also AAS. 
THEOREM 3.4. Consider a finite set M = {A,, . . . , AN} of operators in a 
finite dimensional space R”, such that if A E M then -A E M also. There is 
a universal function F(n, N, m) : N3 + N such that the discrete linear inclu- 
sion DLI( M) is AAS ay and only if the following two properties hold: 
(1) Let Ck( M) := CO( A, : I WI < k), where CO( X> is the convex hull of 
X. Then C,(M) = C,+,(M) for some m > 0. 
(2) The spectral radius p( A,) < 1 for all finite words w such that 
I4 < F(n, N, ml. 
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Proof. Suppose that DLI( M) is AAS. Then obviously p( A,) < 1 for all 
words w, so (2) holds. Let X be a minimal linear space containing all A,. 
Then there exists k > 0, E > 0 such that 
where B, = {x E X : 11 x 11 < E}, in which II.II is some fixed norm in X. Since 
DLI(M) is AAS, there exists m > k > 0 such that IIA,ll < E for all /WI > m. 
Hence A, E B, c C,(M) c C,(M) for all I WI > m. Thus (1) holds. 
Suppose that conditions (1) and (2) hold. For any arbitrary polytope norm 
II - Ilp on [w” we can define a new norm 
Ilxll* = m=(llA,xllp : I4 Q m). 
(Here we include the empty set, with & = Z.) Then II * I(* is also a polytope 
norm and )IAx)~, =G 1 for all A E M, since C,(M) = C,+,(M). 
We choose II*Il,, to be the L,-norm, i.e. llxllm = maxrGjG,,l(ei, x)1, and 
then 
llxl~* = ma{l(e,, A,x)(: 1 < i < n, 1 G Id G ml. 
For the corresponding automaton the number of states is less than 
+(n,l+N+ , 
where +(n, I) is an upper bound for a number of critical subsets on the 
polytope defined by 1 linear inequalities with n variables. Now part (2) of 
Corollary 3.1 applies with the operator norm from II * II *, and this guarantees 
AAS for F(n, N, m) < $[n, ( Nm+ ’ - l)/( N - l)]. ??
4. CRITICAL EXPONENTS AND MARKOV 
ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
Let us recall the notion of critical exponent for a norm I( * 11 on [w” (see 
[Id, 1, 153). The critical exponent x = x(ll*II) is the minimal integer n such 
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that the following implication holds: 
]]A]] = 1 and I]A”l] = 1 * p(A) = I. 
Not all norms have a finite critical exponent (see [l, 151). But the critical 
exponent is finite, for instance, if the norm has a unit sphere 
s,,.,, = {x : llxll = 1) = {x : F(x) = 0) > 
where F : R” + R is some multivariate polynomial (see [l, Corollary 2.6.21). 
This includes all Hilbert norms, and also the I, norm for rational p > 1. 
Below we will show that MAS is naturally tied to a generalized notion of 
critical exponent. We consider DLI(M), M = {A,, . . . , Ak}, such that an 
]]Aj]] < 1. We recall here that 
% := ,e;y” II -&II. . 
Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. DLI( M) i.s MAS if and only if cy, < 1 for some 
n > 0. 
Proof. This is a trivial consequence of the ergodic theorem for finite 
Markov chains [ 101. ??
We define the joint spectral subradius fi * ( A) of A by 
s,(A) = inf cy,““. 
TZz,O 
Thus Proposition 4.1 is equivalent to DLI( M) is MAS if and only if 
fi* (A) < 1. We can also define a concept of generalized spectral subradius 
p* ( A) and prove that $* ( A) = j!~ * ( A); see Appendix B. 
The relation to MAS is as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the unit sphere of a nom II * (1 on R” is 
given by 
s,,.,, = {x : F(x) = o}, 
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where F : R” -+ R is a polynomial. Consider a finite set M = {A,, . . . , A} of 
n x n real matrices with all IIAill < 1 in the corresponding uperator norm. 
Then 
(1) DLI(M) is not MAS w there exists x E S,,.,, such that IIA,xll = 1 
for all w. 
(2) There exists a constant K depending on the polynomial F(x) such that 
ffk = 1 * “kii = 1 for all i 2 0. 
Proof. The idea of this proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 in 
[Il. 
(1): Let us define 
S( co) = (x E S,,.,, : 11 A,xll = I}, 
SO S(W) = {x : F(x)’ + (F( A,x)>’ = O}, which means that all S(w) are 
nonempty algebraic surfaces, with uniformly bounded degree of the corre- 
sponding polynomials, since 
deg F(A,(x)) < degF(x)). 
We conclude that there exists at least one minimal nonempty element S(W) 
in sense of the usual inclusion order: 
S(W) c S(0) (Id 2 O), 
where 
S(W) = {x: I/XII = 1, IIA,xll = I}. 
Let us prove that II A, yll = 1 for all y E A,(S(ij)). 
Suppose that for some w’ and y E A,(S(Z)), i.e. y = A,z with II yll = 
11 zll = 1 and z E S(W), there holds 
II& yll < 1. 
Then S(ww’) = S(W) and z e S(Ow). Then S(Wo) s S(O), and we have a 
contradiction. 
(2): Suppose q = 1 for some i > 0. Let us consider one of the minimal 
(nonempty) sets 
S(W) = ,yii,S(O). 
0 t 
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Write W = w’j with j E [l, k]. Th en, as in the previous part of this theorem, 
]I A, y ]I = 1 for all y E Aj( S( W)) and I WI < i. Let us pick the minimal i such 
that SpamE( lwl > 0) = Span(F(A,), lo1 < i). It is clear that 
If cri+i = I, then there exists x such that 
F(x) = 0 and F( A,x) = 0 with 101 6 i. 
Since for any L, 
F(A,) = c owF(A,), 
IOldi 
F( A&x) = 0 also, which means that ok = 1 for k > 1. ??
Below we will connect MAS to H-observability of DLI(M) when the 
norm (I* II is a Hilbert norm. This also will provide a polynomial algorithm to 
check the property MAS. 
Let us define an analog of the critical exponent for DLI: For a norm ]I . II 
defined on R”, let M(]] * 11, n, k) be the minimal integer L such that if 
= 1 for any DLI(M) with Card(M) = k, then DLI(M) is not MAS. We 
z$l M(ll * 11, n, k) a generalized critical exponent. 
The following result generalizes the corresponding result for one matrix 
[l], and provides a new proof of it also. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the nom II * II on R” be a Hilbeti norm, and let 
M = { Ai : 1 < i Q k} have all II Ai]/ < 1 in the corresponding operator norm. 
Then: 
(1) DLI(M) is MAS if and only if it is H-observable, where H = 
C:= I( ATA, - I). 
(2) For a Hilbert norm on R”, the generalized critical exponent M(ll * 
II, n, k) = n. 
Proof. By a similarity transformation we can reduce to the case that I] * II 
is the Euclidean norm. Then it is easy to see that 
kerH= ;)ker(ATA,-Z):={r:]]A,r]]=l]rl]forl<i<k}. 
i=l 
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The 2 inclusion is clear, and z follows because each AyAi - Z is negative 
semidefinite, since IIAill < 1. 
(1): Suppose that DLI( M > is not MAS. Then from Theorem 4.1 there 
exists some y such that 
IIA,yll = 1, IIyll = 1 (Iwl 2 0). 
Since in a Hilbert space 
{x : IIAxll = x} = ker( A*A - I) 
if ll All = 1, we have 
K := n ker( A*,A, - I) # {O}. 
w 
It is clear that K c ker H and Ai( K) c K. So DLI( M) is not H-observa- 
ble. The converse statement can be proved similarly. 
(2): Let us consider 
Ti = n ker(A*,A,-I), T, = R”, T, = ker H. 
IOlGi 
Using the previous arguments, it is easy to see that 
6) Ti+i C Ti> 
(b) if Ti = Ti+ i # (O}, then DLI( M) is not MAS. 
Since min{i : Ti = Ti+ 1} < n, we have M(ll * 11, n k) < n. The simple ex- 
ample 
A= 
proves that MCI1 * II, n, k) = n. 
I 0 ;,. ;, 01. *** . . . 0 ; :I 
k 
REMARK. We note that Ti+, = n (Ajr’<Ti)n q:,). 
j=l 
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The following observation provides a recursive algorithm to construct 
n Ti and correspondingly to check the MAS property: Zf 
i2.1 
Ai = 
A: A; 
i 1 A; A; according to the direct sum RN = (Ker H ) @ (Ker H) ’ 
then DLI(M) is H-observable if and only if DLI({ Af, 1 < i < k}) is 
H’-observable, where ker( H’) = n i ker (A:). 
We have shown above that the notion of critical exponent for one matrix 
has a natural counterpart for a family of matrices. This allowed us to provide 
corresponding algorithms to check when j*(A) < 1 provided that the 
semigroup generated by a set X is bounded. Below we give a rather general 
spectral criterion for MAS under the same assumption. 
THEOREM 4.3**. Suppose that the semigroup S(X) generated by the 
finite set of real N X N matrices X = ( Ai : 1 < i < k} is bounded. Let 
B : C, + XN be the linear operator on the space C, of all real symmetric 
N X N matrices given by 
B(Y) := ; ,i A&4:‘. 
z=l 
Then DLI(X) is MAS if and only if the (usual) spectral radius p(B) < 1. 
Sketch of the proof By Proposition 4.1 we must show that there is some 
finite word w with jIA,ll < 1. 
We consider the product of identically distributed random matrices 
II” = A,,, *a* Aoj where Prob(A,,, = Ai} = l/k for 1 Q i < k. Let us con- 
sider k, = E[II,IIz]. Then k,+, = B(k,) = B,+l(Z). It is easy to see that 
p(B) < 1 iff B”(Z) -+ 0. So if p(B) < 1, we can conclude that there exists 
some product A, with IIA,,,ll < 1. 
On the other hand, for this bounded case it is not difficult to show that if 
for some product IIA,,,ll < 1, th en k, + 0. This statement uses the well 
known fact that in bounded case the convergence with probability one 
implies L, convergence. ??
** The same result holds if joint spectral radius ;(x) < 1. 
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5. LIE ALGEBRA APPROACH 
We again consider a finite set of operators M = {A,, A,, . . . A,) in R”. 
Let S(M) be the semigroup generated by M, which is 
S(M) = u Z,, 
VI,0 
where 2, consists of all products of n elements of M. That is, set 2, = {I}; 
then Z,, i = Z, * M, where 
X*Y:={x*y:xEX,yEY). 
We present an approach based on factoring the semigroup S(M) into a 
product of simpler semigroups. Of course this approach can only be used 
when such a factorization exists. 
CONJECTURE 5.1. Suppose that M is a finite set of linear operator on R”, 
and that there are finite sets of operators M,, . . . , M, such that 
S(M) = S(M,)* ..- *S(M,), 
where each Mi c S(M). Then DLI( M > is AAS if and only if 
AASforall 1 Q i < k. 
DLI(Mi) is 
We know how to prove this conjecture provided that all the 
are nonsingular. 
matrices Ai 
THEOREM 5.1. Let M = {A,, . . . , A,) be a finite set of non-singular 
N x N real matrices, and suppose that M,, M,, . . . , M, are finite sets of 
matrices such that the semigroup S(M) satisfies 
S(M) = S(M,)*S(M,)* --* *S(M,). 
Then DLI(M) is AAS ifand only ifuZZ DLI(Mi) are AAS. 
Proof. If DLI(M) is AAS, then the semigroup inclusion implies that all 
DLI( Mi) are AAS. 
Now suppose that all DLI(Mi) are AAS, but DLI(M) is not AAS. That 
means that there exists a sequence AiCm), . . . AiCm), . . . such that 
n, := AjCm) .a. AiCII + 0, i(j) E (l,...n}. 
m-+m 
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Since S(M) = S(M,)* *-- * S(M,), we have II, = D’,‘“’ a-* Dim’, where 
D!“’ E S(a4.) u {I). 
’ Since DLI(Mi) is AAS and Card Mi < 00 for all i E (1,. . . k), the set 
(O!“), m 2 1) is finite for all i E {l, . . . k}. Therefore for some N, > N, 
hence Ai **a Ai(~~+l) = 1. (Here we use nonsingularity of the Ai). 
Again, using the decomposition of S(M) above, we get 
and 1 < Z(1) < Z(2) < -me < Z(R) < k. 
Since DLI(M,(,,) is AAS, we have ~(6~~~~) < 1, so Idet ZJ(ijl < 1, which 
contradicts the previous equality. ??
Now consider the special case that S(M) = S( M,) * a** * S( Mk) where 
all the sets Mi are singletons: 
Mi = { Bi} with Bi E S(M). (5.1) 
Let P > 0 mean that the matrix P is positive definite symmetric. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that M = (A,, . . . , A,), where each Ai : [WN + 
R! N is a nonsingular matrix, and suppose that S( M > = S((B,I) * *** * S(IBkI), 
where each p( Bi) < 1. Then there exists a linear operator P : R’ N + [w N with 
P > 0 such that 
P - A:PAi > 0 for-all i E {l,...,n}. (5.2) 
REMARK. Notice that if we define the (Hilbert) norm JIxllp = (Px, x)“’ 
on RN, then (5.2) implies that all II Ail/r < 1 for the corresponding operator 
norm. Thus II . II p is a (quadratic) Lyapunov function for DLI( M >. Contrast 
this result with Corollary 3.3. We remark that inequalities like (5.2) are called 
Lyapunov inequalities in the control literature. The solvability of such systems 
of inequalities is being actively investigated, especially in the context of robust 
control. 
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Proof. There exists a set 
C = {(c,,c2,..., q.), ci is an integer, ci > 0, cf + --* +c,2 > 0} 
such that: 
(a) S(M) = {B,“l * Bi2 *a* BP, (c,, . . . , ck) E C). 
(b) All matrices B,“l *** Bik, (c,, . . . , ck) E C, are distinct. 
We define a norm 11 x ll* by 
with corresponding positive definite matrix 
p=z+ c (BflBp ... Bp)*( B,“IB,“Z *** BP). 
(C1,...,C,)EC 
Both IIxII* and P are well defined because the sum over C converges, 
since P(BJ < 1 implies llB”ll < 1 for large k, and furthermore 
11x112, < h ( ~ollB~l12)llxl12. 
It is clear that llrllt = (A, x) and 
11x112, - llA3cll2, = <(P - A*PA)x, x>. 
Let us compute 
IIAidIi = IlAi~ll~ + c IIBflB;2 a.. Bk”‘Air(12. 
cc,,... Ck)EC 
Using the same motivations as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 it is easy to see 
that 
IIAirIIi = C II B;‘B;g ..a B+112, 
(C,,...Ck)EC’GC 
so 11~112, - IIAirIIi 2 11~112 = ( x, x) and P - ATPA, > I. ??
Now we propose a condition under which a semigroup decomposition 
(5.1) exists. 
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CONJECTURE 5.2. Suppose that M = {A,, A,, . . . , A,) and A, = 
exp( Li). Set M’ = {L,, L,, . . . , L,}. Zf the operators L, (i E (1, . . . n)> gen- 
erate a nilpotent Lie algebra, then there exist a finite set of B, E SCM 1 such 
that 
S(M) = S({ Bi))* **. * S({ Bk)). 
We will prove this conjecture for the first nontrivial case. Let [A, B] = 
AB - BA. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that M = {A,, A,] are two N X N real matrices 
with Ai = exp( Li), and set M’ = {L,, L,}. Suppose that 
[A,[B,c]] =o forall A,B,CEM. (5.3) 
Then there exists a finite set B,, . . . , B, E S(M) such that 
S(M) = S({ B1})* e.9 * S({ Bk)). (5.4) 
It can be seen from the proof below that the general case looks quite 
hopeful, but requires more sophisticated combinatorics. 
Our main tool is the celebrated Baker-Campbell-Dynkin-Hausdorff 
(BCDH) formula [8]. In our particular case (5.3), BCDH simplifies to 
cL,eL, . . . eL,, - exp L, + L, + a** L, + + 
( 
C [Li> Lj])* (5*5) 
l<i<j<m 
Suppose that the set M = {A,, A,), Ai = exp ( Li) (i = 1,2>. Then we have 
Ai, A. ‘2 *** Ai,,, = exp(m,L, + msLs + $s[ Li, ~$1)~ all ij E {1,2}. 
(5.6) 
In the following lemma we describe the set L of all such vectors 
cm,, m,,m,) that can occur in (5.6) and prove Conjecture 2 in the case where 
(5.3) holds. 
LEMMA 5.1. L,et M = {A,, A& be as above. Then 
(1) (m,, m2, m,) E L if and only if mi are integers, ml > 0, m2 > 0, 
m3 = mlm2 - 2k, 0 < k < mims; 
(2) Aicl)Aiczj *-a AiCmj = Ak,lA’;zA, AizAp for some integers ki > 0. 
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REMARK. This proves Theorem 5.3 with k = 5, B, = B, = B, = A,, 
and B, = B, = A,. _ 
Proof. (1): First, 
eV(mih + m2L2 
==P{h + 
from BCDH we have that 
+ +ma[Lr, L,l)=p(d,L, + AL, + b&[Ll, ~21) 
4)L, + (m2 + 4)L2 
+ i(m3 + 4 + (ml4 - mzdl)[Ll, -%I}. 
So we have an associative operation 
( ml, m2, q> *(dr, da,&) 
= (ml + d,, m2 + d,, m3 + d, + (m,d, - m,d,)). 
The set L is the minimal semigroup with respect to this operation 
contains the set 
{(W,O), (Uq}. 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
which 
[More generally, the analogous operation to (5.8) is (x, S)*(y, S’> = (x + 
y, s + S’ + xyr - yxT), where y, x E R” and S is a skew-symmetric matrix.] 
Directly from (5.5) it is clear that -m1m2 < m3 < mlm2 and AylAF* = 
exp(m,L, + m2 L, + im,m,[ L,, L,]), ATI * AT2 = exp(m,L, + m2 L, 
- im,m2[ L,, L,]). Suppose that 
4(l) . . . &A, . . . Aicm) = em,L,+n,L,+~m3[L,.L*]. 
Then, by direct computations, after elementary shuffling, 
Now let us consider an arbitrary product 
A$$ . . . A, 4 A$ = e 1 I m L +m,L,+$l,[L,, L,l 
m)>O, ;rni =m,, km: =m2. 
i=l i=l 
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After moving all A, to the right end, we get AylAFz; but this procedure can 
be done by elementary shuffling, so m3 = m1m2 - 21, 0 < 1 < m1m2. 
Now write m3 = m1m2 - 21, with 0 < 1 < m1m2, so that 
1 = mlk, + k,, O<k,gm,- 1, 0 < k, < ml. 
Then by direct application of the special case (5.5) of BCDH, we have that 
APPENDIX A. THE GENERALIZED SPECTRAL RADIUS AND 
JOINT SPECTRAL RADIUS ON A HILBERT SPACE 
We consider the generalized spectral radius P(X) and joint spectral 
radius fi( X) for a set of operators on a Hilbert space %. The joint spectral 
radius fi(X) is defined by (2.3) for the Hilbert space norm ll*II. The 
definitions (2.2) and (2.3) imply that 
P(X) G i%X)- (A.11 
According to [2J one always has p(X) = s(X) if X is a finite set and 2 is 
finite dimensional. We show this need not be true on an infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space. 
THEOREM A.1. For any two positive numbers 0 < (Y < P there exist 
two isomorphisms (A,, A,) in Hilbert space 1, such that the generalized 
spectral radius &{ A,, A,,)) = CY while the joint spectral radius fi({ A,, A,)) 
= P* 
It is not surprising that we use weighted shifts to construct the counterex- 
ample. Let us recall H. Weyl’s celebrated theorem: For any Riemann-integra- 
ble function f : [0, 11 -+ R, any real x0, and any irrational (Y, 
Here {x) is the fractional part, i.e. (r} = x - n, n < x < n + 1, where n is 
an integer. In our context, the following strengthening of Weyl’s result is 
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needed: The averages converge unifoonn2y in x,,. The author failed to find an 
explicit reference proving this uniformity, but it can be proved by just 
following Weyl’s classical proof. Indeed, one can approximate a Riemann-in- 
tegrable function f(e) by two Fourier polynomials. 
_P, = C a: sin2rkx + c$ COS~IT~X, 
k=O 
Fe = C pi sin 2rkx + pt cos 2rrkx 
k=O 
In view of these inequalities it is enough to prove the uniformity for 
Fourier monomials: 
C,“,,e Zlrik(ro+un) 
+O 
iv+1 N-m 
uniformly on x0. But this last is quite obvious: 
Crsoe Z?rik(x,+ CT,) I I C,N,oe 
2rrik(xo+an) 
N+! = Iv+1 
2mikx 
e21rko(N+l) _ 1 1 
= le 01 * .- 
e2?rika _ 1 N+l 
2 1 
< le P?rika - 11 N + 1 .- .7’m” 
uniformly on x0. 
PROPOSITION A. 1. There exists a bina y sequence (b, : - CQ < n < m) 
such that for any binary periodic sequence ( yn : n > 0, yN+ T = y,,) 
l i m  CkN=Obi+k @ Yk 1 
n-m N+l *ii’ 
uniformly (for a given yn, n >, 0) on i. Here a Q b is a sum module 2. 
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Proof. Put b, = jUanI>, where f is th e c h aracteristic function of the 
interval [0, i], and LY is an irrational number. It is enough to prove that for 
any T > 0, 
lim ZT=Obi+nT ’ 
N-m iv+1 =ii 
uniformly on i. But bi + nT =f({a(i + nT))) =f<{ai + (aT)n}). We can 
directly use the uniform version of Weyl’s theorem by noticing that aT is 
also irrational and /ij( x) dx = $. ??
REMARK. It might seem that one can also prove Proposition A.1 be 
referring to a Bernoulli sequence, i.e. (&, --CO < i < m}, where ti are 
independent random variables, 
Prob{ & = 1) = Prob( ti = 0) = i. 
However, it is not difficult to prove that with probability one this sequence 
fails uniformity needed in the Proposition A.l. 
Proof of Theorem A. 1. Let us consider the Hilbert space 1,: 
{(Xi, --oO < i < w) : CxF < w). 
Suppose that (bi, --M < i < ~1 is a binary sequence which satisfies the 
conditions of Proposition A. 1. 
We will define the following weighted shift operators: 
Ab”)(ei = ei+l if b,=l, 
aei+l if bi = 0 
and 
where 0 < CY < 1. It is clear that A, and A, are both isomorphisms in 1,. 
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Direct computations show that p( A,(i) _ uCn,> = cr”/’ for any finite zero- 
one sequence (a(l), . . . , a(n)). Thus 
j5({ A,, A,}) = (~l’~. (A 4 
On the other hand, let us consider the following infinite sequence: 
Z(i) = bi fB 1 (i 2 1). 
Then A7;(?q a** Ai; = e,,,. Therefore &, = 1 and 
fi( { A$? A(,*‘}) = 1 > ;( { Ab”‘, Al”)}) = (yi/2. 
To construct the example for 
pair ( PAP), PAY)) with 7 = 
Next recall the following classical theorem; see [ll, Appendix A] for a 
proof. 
THEOREM A.2. Let X = { Ai : i E I} be a set of linear operators on R” 
of arbitrary cardinality. Suppose that every finite product from X has spectral 
radius zero, i.e., 
P( 4) -.- A,,) = 0, all k>l. 
Then any product of n elements of X is the zero matrix. 
The following simple counterexample to the infinite dimensional version 
of Theorem A.2 illustrates the importance of “grammatical’ structures in this 
context. 
THEOREM A.3. There exists a DLI({ A,, A,}) in the infinite dimensional 
separable Hilbeti space I, such that 11 AoIl = II AllI = 1, butfor any nonempty 
finite word r, 
( AJ3 = 0, 
so that p({ A,, A,)) = 0. Nevertheless $({ A,, A,)) = 1. 
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Proof. We will use the following model for I,: 
where r is a word in the alphabet (0, 1). 
Consider the set S of all words containing a “cube,” or in other words 
rE s 0 7= r()XXX7i, X nonempty. The famous example of Thue [17] 
shows that there exists a sequence a,, . . . a,, . . . such that (ai,. . . a,) e S for 
any n, oi E (0, 1). 
We will define the basis operators A,, A, on basis elements eT and 
extend to all 1, in the usual way: 
where 
Then both A, and A, are partial isometries, and ( A,j3 = 0 for any nonempty 
r, but HA,” 0.. A,,(~)11 = 1, where (a,, . . . , a,, . . .) is a Thue example, and 
0 is the empty word. ??
APPENDIX B. GENERALIZED SPECTRAL SUBRADIUS AND 
JOINT SPECTRAL SUBRADIUS 
Let II* 11 be a matrix on N X N real matrices with the submultiplicativity 
property 
II A, AsI1 < 11 A,11 II 411. 
Given a set X of N X N matrices, let 2, denote all products of n elements 
of X. Set 
a, = inf IIAll, 
AEZ, 
P, = Ai$ P( A). 
n 
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Define the generalized spectral subradius 
F*(X) = ,i”>f,p,“” 
/ 
and the joint spectral subradius 
/j*(X) = ;y;cuy”. 
We prove: 
THEOREM B.1. For a finite set X of N x N matrices, the generalized 
spectral subradius j5 * ( X > and joint spectral subradius fi * (X > are equal. In 
particular, fi*(X> does not depend on the choice of norm II - 11. 
Proof. It is clear that (Y,, > p,, so inf, CY,!‘” > inf, pi’“. Suppose that 
P i,/*o < inf p,l/” + E n 
and pno = p( Ai, *** A,” ), Ai E X. Then II(Ai, *.* Ai.,)“ll”’ + p,, and cor- 
respondingly (Y,,& ‘Inok < [[Al, .+. AinO)klll’nok + ( p,,)‘/“o. Hence for any E > 
0, 
infculln = infp,“” + E. n n n 
The last inequality gives 
inffflln = infpi’“. n n n 
The author is indebted to 1. C. Lagarias and the referees for helpful 
comments and improvements. 
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